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BAD ,

NU RDS
NERDS
NIRDZ
{

by Jim Mcweeney
In an unprecedented move
sure to shoc k medic al com ov er the
m u11 i t ie s all
country, Dr . Mackowiak anno unced yesterday that beginning next . year Thomas
Jefferson University wi II . be
excluding the "nerd"· from
admission to the fresh man
medical school class . . Dr. ~
Mackowi ak was quoted off ~
the record as saying, . "it's cii
about ti me we got these :ii
womb~ts out of the hospitai ~
and into the centrifuge <(
where they belong ."
~
Feelings of rage seemed to ~
pe rmeate the community as o
flocks of special interest -&.
groups stormed
Jefferson
Al umni Hart shouting prote sts and d isplaying banners
~._....,....~~ 2ayi n_g _ '.5AVJ _ H iE _ NERD,
by j~hn . e c
HE ' S ALMOST HUMAN
George Winch
TOO" and "DO WN WITH
NORM AL
PEO PLE ."
In
The BAD campaign
addi tio n, a west co ast law
designed to generate ideas
firm of " ban the bomb" and
which could save the univer" save the whal e" fame has
sity a " Buck A Day" - has
been flown in to further
spread to the medical col study th e dilemma. Expresslege. The following BAD proing the view that th is may be
grams have been appro~
their most formidable chalpriately reviewed and wi ll be
lenge, one attorney wen t so
impleme nted starting at midfa r as to say that it m ay be
night tonight.
easier to get a w hale admi tFirst, i n an effort to free
ted to Jefferson next year
Jeff Hall next year for rent al
than a nerd .
'
as a center city YMC A arid
Effects of t he decisi on
Bamberger s
Department
within the Jefferso n comStore, the Freshman class
munity itself were of deschedu le has been accelercidedly
mixed emotions .
ated slightly . A ltho ugh all
Patients
were
reportedly
the details have not yet been
dancing in the .corridors in
worked out, it is known for
response to the news . Dr .
certain that lectures will
Aponte of the pathology dehave to be held continuously
partment was quoted as
for the next 40 days and 40
saying that he wi·l I once
nights . It is
that
again. begin curving his
the Anatomy and
examinations, . while
Dr.
Schaedler of the microbi.o logy · ·department has reportecHy already drawn up
plans to fa.ti 40 people in the
incoming class . His comment of "why waste any time
w ith th e fo rmality of exams"
sums up t he misgivings of
those who question the
" n"ormal"
(non-nerd} student s abi I ity to truly "make
it" in medical school.
Just how t he new program
will be im p lemented is a 03
source o f heated debate . Dr . ~
MacKowiak has indicated ~
that th e adm issions office
has developed a series of ;
qu estion s and tests that ~
could · help the committee cii·
immediately ident ify the =>nerd. Apparently, during the~
course . of the interview; the o

man have th e option of
either taki ng t he National
Boards this spring or taking
th em next year. In either
case the sop homore year is
herewith and fo rt hwith officially cancelled . (Bamber- ·
gers is hiring - get you r application in early .)
If this experiment fails,
Jefferson is prepa red to buy.
· three cop ies of t he Kapl an
rev iew course and to put
t hem o n reserve in the
librar y . All lectures wou ld be
can cell ed and freshman students wou l d ha ve nine
months t o prepa re for the
National Boards . This BAD
idea would save the school
millions of dollars in salaries
for professors .
A few members of the
faculty recognize that these
radical curriculum changes
might not work . In light of
this, individual basic science
departments have developed
their own BAD ideas which
would supercede an d replace
all their other bad ideas .
Physiology: In an effort to
defray costs on the dog labs,
students will be required to
bring their pet dogs if they.
wish to participate in this
~ O"C
w il
. e OU I
0
- I
se . e •
·with in th e fi rst t hree days. sma ll group d iscussions . Dr . tion, students will be proThe next section wi II be a Fi nk has let it be known tha t vided with surgical sutures if
brief 84 hours long and will attendance is mandatory for they wish to try and put t heir
-cover neuroan atomy . After the entire 36 hou rs and that beloved pets back together
this block a two hour break students will be eva.luated on again after the lab is comwill be provided for tennis their level of either. partic i- pleted .
Pathology : In light of the·
matches and a quick shower. · pation or consciousness If any students remain in th e . .whichever' is·deemed greater . fact that the micro departlecture hall to sleep during
In the last 25 days and ment charges three dol lars
this two hour hiatus, it is nights,
Fall pathol ogy , for the micro lab manual , Ed ·
anticipated that Dr. Karp micro, pharmy and spring Sekula has started charging a
m ight be allow ed to present ICM will be taught . (NOTE: reason able fee for each
t he Fre sh man nu trit io n Dr. Mandie announced this han do ut. Sm al l handouts will
retail for $7 .50 w h i le large
course . We recommend morni ng that micro labs will
three Milky Ways, a banana be he ld from noo n on t he ones will go rapidly at 15
and a dozen oranges instead .
ninth for nineteen hours at dollars each . In addition to
Spring pathology is next the end of which time all lab these reasonable pri ces, the
and wi II be taught by Ed work will be collected . department wi ll sell handSekula who will distribute However, the clinical un- outs for the entire cou rse at a
one 15 page handout per knowns are not due for one time discount of 25% .
This reduces the price to only
~ hour for the first 24 hours of · another nine hours .)
the course . After the last
The last lecture will be $375 .00.
Microbiology: The micro
handout has been " dealt given on the 17th of May.
with", 26,580 sl ides will be Final exam s run continuously department hasn't spent an
shown in a span of twenty- from May 18th t hrough noon extra bui=k since its- i_n cepseven hours·.
of the 23rd . Final grades wilr tion , so there were not any
be posted the 24th, Parents BAD ideas from this departDay is the 25th , and students · ment .
Pharmacology : The pharwill start thei·r miniclerkships
with the present sophomore , my department is cu rrently
[Continued on page 3]
class on the 30th. The Fresh-

From BAD To Worse .....

g

··

[Continued on page 2]
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·S on·of a Gonz
·by Leven Stevine
Assum i ng t hat Da vi d
Ror v i~ s In His Image: The
Cloning of Man was the farce
t hat we al I know it to be, it
seems that researchers here
at Jefferson have - do ne it
fi rst. As th e accompanying
photo sho ws, not only have
Jeff sc ient ists achieved the
f irst c lol') ing, but they have
actual1y made an exact copy
of the smartest man alive .
The youngster, . known at--"
fec:tionately - ··.as ''. Gonzy," ·

appears to- have many of the
great man 's characteristic
featu re s su ch as a de~p voice
w ith a Pu erto Rican accent, a
propensity for sh irts- with
co ntrastin g collars and a ·
sy nthetically corr ec ta ble
alopecia. When asked wh y
he felt t he procedure had
o ccurred now at Jeffe rson
when othe r r esearchers
claimed that th is moment
would be a long time in the
· future, GONZ 11 replied "lt_is

[Continued on page ?l
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Deep Inside Miranda
by Dick Yellow
In this era of social consciousness one of the more
engaging art forms of the
1960's has been victim of
undue repression. The perpetrators of this cultural
crime are puritanical zealots
intent on force feeding their
morals on a passive, if somewhat bewildered, public .
Surrendering amid mild protestations,
this
much
maligned
entertainment
device has been spurned
once again to dingy movie
halls and back room viewboxes . The recipient of such
- irreproachable actions is the
innocuous Reverie Perfect du
Voyeur or more commonly,
the pornographic movie .
· Fortunately, some courageous
proprietors
have
withstood the recent attacks,
and one center city bastion
of Free Liberties (who shall ,
for fear of political repercussions, remain anonymous) is

currently screening the latest
release of the delectable and
much adored porno heroine,
Commander
Miranda .
Fighting a standing room
only crowd of true blue cultists, I managed to view the
gala opening nite perfor- ·
mance amid choruses of
muffled groans and rustled
paper bags.
When we last paid visit to
our darling cadet, she had
just escaped from the clutches of Amazon Alicia and
her hoary herd of clitorophiles, whose rituals included
trained anacondas and Club
of Mars warheads. Safely
back on 42nd St ., she turns a
trick with · Stumpy, a onearmed sailor with a tattoo of
the Hiroshima mushroom
cloud ingeniously placed in
order to expand upon proper
stimulation . After the routine'
exchange of courtesies, the
charming sexpot learns that
several ~f her street walking

Noids No More

1

SUITE300
1624 LOCUST STREET
PHILADELPHIA, PA. 19103
(215) 545-1600/546-4575

For the Medical Student:
Signature Loans, Premium financing, Counseling on future
financial planning and Insurance·.

Eor the Intern or.Resident:
Signature loans, Premium tlnancin·g , Insurance and
Financial planning. Professional llabllity coverage,
Planning and implementation of services to set up initial
practice.

·.
For the In Practice Physician:
Short and long term .loans, Leasing, Accounting & Billing
Systems, Professional omce design, Investments, Tax
Planning, Retirement plans, Financial planning and Insurance, Professional liabUlty coverage.

ToELCREsrEI
Medical Products
and Service Co.

companions have mysteri ously vanished w ithin the
last
month. - Smell ing
something fishy (only figuratively, as our sumptuous sex
kitten was a firm believer in
Summer's Eve herbal fragrance disposables) she sets
about the task of gathering
information .
Her first brush with danger ~
occurs from a most unlikely ~
source, a handsome, distin- ~
guished gentleman intro- iii
ducing himself as Boom
Boom, call me BB. Looks
asipe, BB's reputation lies in =
his practice of lighting fire- ~
crackers beneath the rumps ..£
of unsuspecting bedpartners _g
at the crucial moment to a..
achieve an explosive orgasm.
"A familiar figure here at Jeff s_o on to be banned from admission."
Afterwards, our poor sex
queen coaxes info from the
dazed Boom Boom while we
get treated to watching her
smear Vaseline slowly and
[Continued from page 1]
applicant'.s upper lip . A
delicately over every burn following three questions volume of more than Sec
and abrasion on her pert der- would be put to the appl i- collected in the fi rst 30 ' ..
11 ere .
seconds is again enough to
cant in rapid fire succession .
It seems BB is employed
1. Do you disapprove of exclude the applicant from
l<:iy the Powermen, a select
the consumption of alcohol further consideration.
g1 oup of ultra- chauvinists ,
Once again, flaws in the
during classes?
who are enslaving hookers
test
appear to be numerous
2. Do you find biochemisfor use in strange experisince the control level of
try a fascinating science?
ments . He was sent to deter
3. Do you own a leis}Jre sweat varies so much betthe
Commander
but
ween applicants. (I myself
suit?
becomes so bedevrled by the
soaked through two shirts
An affirmative answer to and a vest during my intercurvy nymphet's oral ministratioos that he is unable to any of the previous questions view without so much as an
harm her . Pausing at the could immediately exclude inkling as to what my biodoorway, our brown-eyed the applicant from further chemistry grade would be.)
sex goddess bids adieu in consideration. However, it Dr. Conly also was reportedly
perfect Lauren·. Bacall huski- was pointed out that two out worried about the conse- '
ness: "Sorry to have blown of three negative answers quences of this news reachmay indicate some redeem - ing the applicant pool, being
your mission, BB."
Hot on the trail . of the ing qualities in the applicant fearful that many applicants
. Po~ermen, ' Miranda is way- which may be accentuated would douse _their 1,1pper lips
la_id by a variety of despic- with extensive therapy. With with anti-perspirants in order
able henchmefl, escaping this in mind, the all inclusive to throw a herring in the
each time by utilizing those "sweat test," masterminded admissions
office barrel.
special skills that leave both by Dr. C_only, was designed Such ·measures could, as Dr.
us and her captors -squirming to eliminate all doubt about Conly put it, "really screw up
in euphoric frenzy. One those applicants possessing everything" and thus, plans
particularly spiteful char- nerdulous tenclencies.
· are already being developed
acter, Toe Jam, forces our
The "'sweat test" is again for an anti-perspirant screen· beloved to suck each of his implemented
during
the ing session to monitor each
· toes for two delicious course of the interview applicant before his inter' minutes..
Another
goon, whereby, without warning, view begins .
dressed as Zorro, brandishes the interviewer displays to
So it appears that new
a feathered sword and minia- the · applicant a computer policy good or bad does not
ture bolo, using each in ways print out sheet with his/her come without a price.
even Carcia would have name on it and a f i naJ bio- However, the extra paperappreciated. Fittingly, an old chemistry grade of 75 . Ob- work, bureaucratic red tape
nemesis turns up - Enema viously, no applicant will be and numerous . sweat tubes
Eddie, escaped from the considered who begins are all part of the Jefferson
institution and working for screaming and pleading in- philosophy that strives for
the Powermen. Eddie has anely _for more points. excellence, qua I ity and
some new · variations on a However, the "test" is imple- humanistic medicine even if
tb,eme, his twisted repertoire mented by collecting small you have to step on a few
now including a vacuum tubes of · sweat from the people along the way.
[Continued ou page 7]
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CENTER CITY BRANCH

Physicians Equipment and Supplies
Distributors for Welch =-Allyn, Tycos, Burdick, etc.

No 1113tter·
·what
b~
•
services

--- - ~

Medicare Rental and Sales

.· Everything for t he patient: hospital bed··
wheelchairs etc.
We bill medicare for you when eligible

1109 Walnut St., Phlla., Pa. 19107
·Phone· · 923-1791
''On the· Jefferson Com p us"

you need
Fidelity'
has thetn.
JEFFERSON OFFICE
1023 Chestnut Street

, come fil and arrange tor .
24 hour banking with ·

-Banking Unllin.l ted.

.e
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My Clone, the Doctor
[Continued from -page 1]
a conundrum to me, but
Henry might have some
" cogent
hypotheses . of
heuristic value ."
~
Some sources claim that
Aponte requested to be the
first subject of the research
that
he
could
so
simultaneously teach two
four-week senior blocks in
Pathology . Ot hers maintain
t hat he needs ·the extra copy
to keep a steady stream o f
new handouts flowi ng from
the Departmental Office. It
seems that Aponte asked that
a certain Mr. Ed Sekula also
b~ duplicated , but that his
request was t urned down.
Future cloning subjects
are rumored to include: Dr.
Robert Brent, who asked for

two ·copies of himself so that
he could have 1 each serving
his faculty appointments in
the Departments of Anatomy
and . Radiology as well as
Pediatrics; Dr. Paul Maurer,
whose clone will presumably
do all of Dr. Maurer's teaching so ·that he can remain in
his laboratory; Dr. Carla
Coepp, who needs a clone t o
go sh opping for red dresses
and black p umps ; and Dr .
Warren Lang,. whose clone
would spend most of h is time
looking up old one-line jokes
guaranteed to make any audience moan. More information on this program can
be obtained fr om the
University Department of
Duplication, room M-5, Jefferson Alumni Hall.

-
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Rose Revives Rehab
,

by Reporter at Small,
Phi llip U. Gilman
Pete Rose, t he most recently initiat ed performer in
th e cast of "Eight Wonders of
th e W orl d", has d eclared
th at he w ill apportion seveneight s of t he total salary from
his four year cont ract with
the Ph iladelph ia Phillies t.o
Jefferson Hospital . T he
money is to be used t o exp and the Re h abilitation
M edicine Department. In
honor of th is benevolent gest ure on the part of Mr . Rose ,
the Rehab Department has
added a suffix, " The Rose
Foundation," to its title .
Dr-_ John F. Ditunno,
Revolutionary new educational system eliminates need for BAD lect ures Chairman of the Departhere at Jeff .
ment, was questioned on
why such an already effective department ·needed the
[Continued from page 11
student - would endow Jefwriting a _list of the drugs ferson for the next 50 vears .
.sophomores should be familSince the BAD Campaign
Researchers at the New
iar with and where they can has
been
so successAlchemy
Institute have built
get their hands on them . In ful-managing to .decrease
an
"ark"
in
Cape Cod, Mass.
addition , a short manual will ind ividual medical school
It is a combination ·solar
be passed out the first day of tuition to just a trifle under
·green house, organic farm,
the year with everything $10,000 per annum, it has
and fish pond. The solar desneeded to pass the boards . been decid ed to initiate Jefign keeps t he building warm
All classes will be cancelled ferso n grass roots c ampa igns
throughout
t he cold winter
and t he ent ire department an nually to help eradicate
wit hout a ny h eat, The
disbanded except for on e present and f l!ture probleili s
secretary and the xerox and t o generally make life gardens yiel d fruits and
vegetables all year round,
machine .
more pleasant fo r the JeffctAnatomy '. Gross anatomy son commun ity . The pro- and huge fish tank s produce
an adm irable quanti ty of
lab will be dropped . Film gram for next year will be the
presentations will take their DUMB ~ Campaign (Doctors food a year . Self-replen ishi ng
algae consume toxic fish
place. Since surface anatomy United
for
Metropolitan.
An electric fan needwastes.
will be stressed , most of Beautification) . Posters and
ed
to
blow
the solar-heated
these films wirl carry an X- stickers saying "Join the
air
and
an
electirc
aerator for
rating. As you may have DUMB Guys!" and "DUMB
the
fish
tanks
will
soon be
anticipated, Dr. Masters has Guys Drink Milk for Christ!"
repl~ed by
win
·L
previewed . each filr:n at are presently ~n the drawing
According to t e Energy
double slow motion in order stage . It would be a good
Department, there is no
to verify their technical qual- idea to put on your thinking .
doubt that some concepts,
ity . Our advice : the Satur- -masks and start coming up
. but not all, -are applicable to
day matiness, it's cheaper with ideas to submit for the
the real world .
and the popcorn is hot ..
beautification of our urban
Histology : Dr . Epple will campus. Some quick thinkers
mistakenly identify an ink have already submitted
blot as an electron micro- ideas, such as peewee golf
graph of a panc reatic acinar course on the plaza behind
cell and will be invited to Scott Library, shining Samuel
spend a few months on the Gross' shoes, and demolish14th floor .
ing the Savoy. On the ·more
After this event students personal side of the beautiwill again ·concentrate on fication program, Jefferson
rather Commons will offer a class in
learning histology
than bizarre and esoteric l ine " Bonsai Sculpting for the
drawings . Th.is may not be a Hair, Teeth , and Nails" and a
BAD idea, but it sounds class exclusively for the nurspretty"good to most students. ing students entitled " MakeBiochemistry : Dr. Allen up Detoxification and W ith will be asked to buy his own drawal."
chalk . ·
The initial reaction to this
Not to be outdone, the campaign has been extremealumni office has come up ly ~ favorable . In exclusive
with the ultimate in BAD interviews with the Ariel, Dr.
remarked, ' "I 'm
ideas: In an effort to save Bluemle
money on the application DUMB and I'm proud ." and
procedure for the sons and . Dr . Rosa added, "I'm
daughters ot Jefferson alums, DUMBer than Bluemle, but
acceptance letters will be on the other hand quite
· sent to those infants with an humble." Proposed acroApgar score of at least eight. nyms for campaigns through
tt is hoped that the entire the year 1984 will be
class of 1999 will be filled by WORSE, HOLY, ARTIFIC IAL ,
this fall. Prepaid tuitions - and VOLUPTUOUS. For
· based on estimated 1999 future
announcements,
costs of 650,000 dollars per watch this .space .

additional support. H is
comment was t hat t his was a
cha llenge he felt w as wo rthy
explanation was th at al t hough (they) "are a good
of his parti c ipation .
Rose came t o the Ph i llies
t eam over at Rehab, we
needed an extra spark th at
as a free agent after he
refu sed to sign a contract
would enable us to rehabilitate patients fully . In the
with the Cincinnati Reds , his
past, the program has had a team of 16 years. It is antitendency to lose effective- . cipated that Rose's contriness c-ompletely j ust as
butions to the city will be as
patients were nearing their
great as those of another
final stages of rehabilitation .
man that found hi s way here
We feel that Mr. Rose's confrom Ohio : Mike Doug las
(What di d we ever do t o
tr ibution will enable us t o
achieve the added strength
Clevel and t o desenie him?
and dept h needed to bri ng a Good luck,. Cali fo rn ia !)
reh abi litation pro gram for a
Incidental ly , one Jefferson
patient to its successful com- Trustee said of Mr . Rose, "He
pletion." Mr. Rose's onJy does smell like a man ."

Peace

•••TO WORST

Corps

NEWARK

TO THE CLASS OF '79:
Congratulations!

VISTA

A worl,d of
o'pportuni ties
await you. For furth er i nf ormation
call ·Tol l Free 800-462-1589 or write:

. Peace Co.rµ.s..

Peace Corps/VISTA
320 Walnut Street
Philadelphia, Pa. 19106

or
VISTA

P. J. MORIARTY'S
1_1.16 Walnut St.

Qualify Gourmet Burgers
j

and
I

meal ·s·ize salads

DRAFT BEER
Wide selection Of

COntinental Financing and Leasing, Ltd.
Offers you Financial Assistance in setting
up your practice at Reasonable Rates

Maximum $35,000 ·

Minimum $5,000
Funds available as far north as N. Y, South to
Washington, D.C and West to PittSburgh. For
further informqtion call

Day: 215-352-2620 After 6 PM: · 215-623-2202
This pertains to all Medical Graduates.

domestic and

imported beers

open 11 am to 2 am
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. On February 15th, the Faculty Curriculum Committee
passed a resolution in · favor of four week senior year blocks
by a 9-1-1 margin. Thus, in what constitutes the first major
curriculum change since 1972, the senior year will now
consist of ter:i four week blocks instead of six six week blocks .
Senior year will begin on August 20th, and track selection is
due by June. Unlike past years , however, scheduling changes
will not be permitted after September .
The decision by the Faculty Curriculum Committee comes
in the wake of intense student loobying . Last year the
proposal was defeated and passage this year did not seem
possible. Student petitions , a resolution by Student Council
and ARI EL support obviously had their effect.,
The number of different theories on the "proper" medical
school curriculum corresponds roughly to the number of
people expressing opinions on the issue . (See Welch , p.1 and
Moberg, p.4) Like most issues, the answer is neither black nor
white, but probably lies somewhere in the gr~yish zone . In
supporting the proposal, the faculty demonstrates a willingness to CQmply with student demands and a certain responsiveness _to student needs and concerns . -The ARI EL
commends those faculty members and students responsible
for the change. .
· .
·

The Eleventh·Hour

Monday , Apr il 2, 1979

· Where They Go From Here
by Michael X. Repka
at Jackson Memorial Hos- After lying awake at night
On March 14, the results
pital , Miami .
agonizing over the decision
of the National Intern and
Briefly, the NIRMP grew for many weeks our hypo:Re~ident Matching Program
up during the late 40's ·and thetical student decides to
(NIRMP) were released to the early SO's to stop the trend rank Yale first followed by
participating senior medical that was forcing students to MGH. Both hospitals would
students . The Jefferson sign
internship contracts like to have this student and
Medical College Class of '79 earlier and earlier in their have ranked our student #1.
was relieved to learn that medical school training . The Since Student A+ liked Yale
55% (109) received their first sole function of the program better he would receive that
choice and more than 80%
is to match students to posi- · appointment. But suppose
received one of their fir~t tions giving the student and Yale did not care for our
four choices. These percen- the hospitals time to make erudite, but perhaps dull
tages were essentially the their decisions. The program student and ranked him lo~
same as those for the nation currently
matches about bn their list, it would be very
at larg~ . Appointments were 80% of graduates to about
likely that he would be off to
received
for
hospitals 80% of available programs. · Boston . If for some unknown
throu.g hout the LJ.S., includ- There i$ no requirement for a reason many of the students
. ing ·
Kapiolani-Childrens student to participate .
Yale liked better than our
Medical Center, Honolulu,
The mechanics . of the Student A+ decided not to
Hawaii, Jackson Memorial NIRMP can be somewhat rank Yale highly and went
Hospital, Miami , and numer- confusing . Since late spring · elsewhere, our Student might
ous others in most. every 1978, the class of '79 has just get into Yale . Such are
state.
. been requesting information the vagaries of the NIRMP .
Unfortunately about 4% about residency programs,
Within the match there is a
of participants in the NI RMP completing appli'cations, and prov1s1on for married or
fail to receive an appoint- traveling for interviews . In engaged couples to apply
ment . This year proved to be early January, both the stu- together so - that they can
no exception for 11 students. dents and the hospitals were
insure that they will not be
At Jefferson this was a some- required to submit a list in separated . It is also possible what smaller group than last order of preference of the for married couples to find
year and · surprisingly a hospitals the student would · positions at the same
majority were applying in like to attend and of the stuhospital and if the hospital is
Surgery, whereas in past dents the hos.pita! would like wrning to take them, they
years the "trouble" has been to have. From this infor- can
witbdraw from the
with Internal Medicine and mation and with the assis- match prior to December
Family Medicine. This group tance of modern electronics · sign contracts with that hos~
was forced to begin looking a student received an ap~
pital and those positions are
for a position among the pointment to the hospital
removed from those that.will
remaining vacant slots . Posi- highest on his list which had
be later matched . For
tions in· Surgery -were found wanted him .
students doing their internat Boston University and the
As an example, Student - ships in the Armed Forces
Wilmington Medical Center
·A + decides he would like to Match Day lacked all imporin Radiology at Hahneman~ go to either Massachusetts tance, since their appointMedical College and Hos- General Hosp/tal or Yale- ments . have· : been public
pital .and in Fa1J1ily Medicine New Haven Medical Center. since \ast November.

by Steve Levine·
.
To all graduate students, freshman medical students,
junior allied health students andJirst and second year. nursing
students : your help and cooperation are urgently needed to
keep The ARIEL from falling into an abyss of abandonment.
The present staff is composed almost entirely of sophomore
ined students who will all (hopefully) be moving on to
greener pastures next year.
by Dick Moberg
Everyone from the editor-in-chief to the copy boy (if we
· When, . ,,as medical stuhad one) is leaving . We are willing to stay on long enough to
dents, we are told that half of
train all volunteers through a May issue put out by you with
what we have learned in
our supervision .
medical school will be obsoWell, these are. the bare facts of our situation. So why
. lete or wrong by the time we
should you step forward and lend a hand? First there can be
graduate, it gets to be
a large personal reward, of satisfaction, (sorry, ~ot of money)
somewhat frustrating when
to anyone who becomes involved with t_he production of this
we sit down to memorize
paper . Whether you possess a creative flair for writing, the
more , and more details.
technical · skills of 'the dark room or the leadership and
Perhaps it is time to think
teamwork abilities of editing, The 'AR_IEL can provide a very
about changing the medical
valuable _and enjoyable experience in exchange for some of
education system.
your t ime. Many positions provide extensive interaction with
This essay is not a criticism
other students, faculty and amdinistrators, and can conof a particular educational
siderably widen your sphere· of friends and acquaintances
system but rather _it is first a
throughout the University. This paper can also give you the
opportunity to put your name, you ideas and your stories in warning that the current
medical information boom
the hanqs of 3,000 students, faculty members, patients and
seems
to be an exponential
visitors six times each year. If you want to let everyone know
phenomenon and as such
what you have to say, here's your chance :
If those flowery words of praise didn 't convince you to join will reach a certain point
us, now I'm going to try appealing to your conscience. How where it will become uncan you let a valuable organ of communication die in your wieldy, and second, it outhands? While a wide variety of .newsletters, magazines and lines a plan which would
journals are printed here at Jefferson on a regular basis, The allow us to deal with this
ARIEL is the only student run periodical in the ·group and information explosion both
therefore is an important voice for studnet concerns. Cer- in our training and aftertainly, The Alumni Bulletin wouldn't have fought four·-week wards in our practi.ces.
senior blocks ; DIRECTIONS doesn't report on nurse's
Most
medical
schools'
basketbalr; The ARIEL did that and much more last year. This curricula
seem
to
be
paper also gives faculty and administrators a chance to air arranged as is Jefferson's with
their views on a wide variety of issues which concern the two years of basic sciences
students . If you don't step forward now, this important forum. - followed by two years of
for news and opinions will fall by the way side .... a victim of clinical
experience .
The
apathy.
·
basic science years are to
Remember, no experience· is needed . We feel that you're provide the student with a
all bright enough to handle any of these pos itions.
background in the structure
So, if you're interested in a challenge, if there is still some and functioning of the body
unstifled journalist or photographer or businessman in you , if both in health and disease.
you just want to get involved , please keep The ARIEL on its. In the clinical years we add
feet. Let us know if you're interested by leaving a note in our diagnostic and therapeutic
Jeff Hall Mailbox, of by calling .any of the editors or by skills to our armamentarium
coming to a meeting pn Wednesday, April 14th at 7:00 PM in and then we are " out the
room M23 .WE NEED YOUR HELP NOW!!! PLEASE DON'T door" and on our own . In
LET US [AND YOURSELVES] DOWN!!!
concept th is practice seems

A Curriculum For Changing Times
logical but the method by potassium are toxic to the
which it is carried out has heart and we must be careful
some problems . Let's take a when giving drugs such as
closer look at some specific potassium penicillin . A
points :
. . useful fact . But do we really
In the basic sciences, the need to know at .what memway we learn the information brane potentials the fast
is not the way we wi 11 use it; sodium channels open and
in fact, it is exactly back- close?
The point here is not to be
wards. In Pathology we are
told there is a disease called :misinterpreted so . let me
glomerulonephritis and we . explain . It seems there are
must then learn the histo- many detai Is presented to us
pathology, the clinical just for our nwn curiosity and
course, ·the symptomatology that won't . particularly be
· and so on. In Microbiology useful in our practices (such
we are told there is a bug as the different surface anti :.
called Salmonella and we gens on a mouse lymphomust learn the diseases it 01te). Many of these tidbits
produces, the different are extremely fascinating but
strains, and so on. This is they should be learned by
how we learn the facts , But those students who are interlater in. the· clinical years, we ested and on their own time.
see a patient with a cough, a The problem is that we have
fever, a _rash , or a pain . From not time for pursuing~ these
these facts we must try to interests because of the
decide what is the disease . amount of details we must
. This is how · we use the memorize and also, when
facts .. ..backwards from the one is spoon-fed details
.way we learned them. (shovelled?) ·one ·quickly
(Exceptions are the cl inical loses his appetite for explor~
unknown in Microbiology ing a subject further .
In my eyes , medicine is
and case histories.)
one of the most fascinating
In our first two years there fields around and most
is a point where the basic medi c al students seem to be
scientis.t should stop- talking very bright and very motiand the clinician should take vated. So why not teach only
over. Today we go far . basic concepts and a minibeyond that point to where mum of details . Those
the student submerges in a students who want to learn
sea of qetails (and any intel-- more will and those · who
lectual curiosity he has don 't won 't and it really .
usually goes down with him). won 't matter.
in Pharmacology we are
[Continued on page 5]
· taught that high levels of
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Future Vis.i ons

[Continued from page 4]
The last major point is that
the lecture method is obsolete for presenting new
materi al. This is a well
known fact. We are told to
read the material before the
lecture but then many times,
to our dismay, the lecture is
presented as if it were new
mater ial. Lectures should not
be given to convey new
material but rather to promote the understanding of
material -obtained from other
~ sources or to present visual
material .
A half century ago a physician- used a microscope regularly as he still did much of
his own lab work . But now he
must, · out of necessity, rely
on those more highly trained
in recognizing patterns under
a microscope . And for
. students, the excellent visual
material that is presented in
classes, and that which can
.be found in books is far
superior to anything that can
be found under their microscopes and much easier to
; use. So these expensive
·instruments don 't seem to be
a good · investment for students entering medical
school .
My first suggestion, then,
is that students should not
purchase microscopes but
the school should provide
them. Not 200 of them but
perhaps a dozen or so in a
room accessible at all times
by any student. The student
could then learn how to use a
microscope and some of the
more. important techniques .
1n the room would also be
slides from histology, pathology, and microbiology
which would provide students with review .materials
at any time during their
training .
Now the key point . With
the money saved in not
buying a scope, the student
could pur;chase a tool which
he can use both for his
present education and in his
fµture practice -- namely, a
small
personal computer
system. By the end of this
year a very useable.computer
system with mass storage will
be about the priCe of a student's mkroscope .
How can a ycomputer be
used in medical education?
Let's look at a few . uses. A
quic~ tour of the library
before an exam wi II reveal
· many
students
shuffling
through stacks ofindex cards
with diseases, bugs, or drugs
on them. Now computers, as
most of us know, can put a
little "magic" into . these
stacks of index cards. Were a
student to enter his facts into
a computer, the machine
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us
.which - is recorded on
tape, which is listened to by
a scribe; who writes down
what he th inks is said, which
is typed by someone else ,
printed and distributed to us
all. I've tried to think of a
more roundabout way of getting material to students but
I can't.

what should be done if this is
seen. Sam then edits the
presentati9n , adds his own
could do several things to
comments , and files it under ·
help him with his learning .
cardiova scular therapeutics
First, the computer could
in his own data files .
index the material under any
number of different keyDuring the. presentation
words . , For example, if the
the computer had asked Sam
name of a drug were entered
questions about the heart,
the computer could give all
had sensed that he could use
the facts about that drug, or,
would now " like to sorne review , and had
if a particular side . effect
provide a short scenario of suggested he do that befoce
were entered all the drugs
The closest thin-g we have . medical education in the not proceeding . Obligingly Sam
having that side effect would
to this today is the Problem too distant future .
slid ·into the computer . a
appear.
Oriented Medical Record
Sam Student wakes up magnetic diskette labelled
The computer could also
(POMR) and it is amazing early today. He has been _ "Hu!Tlan Anatomy .". On the
make up questions from the that it took so long for -a away for a few days and he is scre~n appeared serial, cro~s
facts e.ntered and could keep
"scientific
approach "
to benind in , his studies . He sec~1ons of the thoracic
track of what topics the medical diagnosis to be dials up the Central Data cavity taken from CAT scans
student knew well and which
adopted . But the POMR only Bank at Jefferson enters his and as the computer nar ~
ones needed reviewing.
goes half way. It helps to stud~nt number, 'and places rated, Sam scanned back and
lntegratinn of information organize the data on the the phone on the acoustic forth . through th~ bo_d y
between different courses
patient but gives us no help coupler next to his com- observing the relat1onsh1ps
would become_,. much easier.
in using the data to make the puter . The week's lessons are of the various organs.
The pathology, microbio- decisions for treatment. It is transferred from Jefferson to
Sam, is getting itchy now so
logy, and therapeutics of here that decision analysis the memory in his computer he takes a break from J-LJNK
· tubercuJosis could all be with its powerful statistical and the results from his last and dials the local computer
"stored" under this one topic tools and a computer to "progress check' are sent conferencing system number
as t~e student progressed
implement them can make back to Jefferson for "evalu- to see if he has any messages
through
the respective medicine less of a "cook- ation ." The entire process from a girl he knew in
cours es. And the normal book" science .
ta~es but a few minute ~. The
California. He doesn't but
histolog·,· and physiology of
This course should be students have affectionately sends her a letter over the
the lung co ul d be quickly re- taught prior to the clinical named the Central Data Bank Telenet, the · conferencing
trieved for co mparison. years and the data base on "Jefferson
University's system to which she belo'ngs .
Reviewing fo r the boards which to base our decisions Never-ending Knowledge" or He then dials Amtrak and a
would be much eas ier this could be either from our own
JUNK for short .
train schedule is displayed
way .
files or preferably from a
Browsing through the ori the screen . Sam makes ·a
In summary, if we admit national compilation of the
material he has just rece.ived reservation for a trip to New
there is an information necessary disease statistics .
York for a meeting this
explosion then let's use the Such a national data base, from JUNK he stops at the weekend . Following this Sam
Bulletin
section.
Here
-he
proper tools to deal with it.. for example, is currently
dials the local number for the
Computers are superb at being developed for hepatitis finds the schedules for some National Library of Medicine
information storage, retrie- treatment by the National slide presentations in Path- and searches the Index
ology that he might 'attend,
val, and cataloging whereas Library of Medicine . /
and Ile also _notes what -Medicus for some abstracts
the brain is better at recogThe next cha~ge wou Id be movie is playing at Jeff this for some research he is;
nizing patterns and "putting
doing .
two and two together." So to eliminate lectures and weekend, when the next TC
Sam now wanders into Jefreplace
them
by
audio-visual
what
kind
of
contest
is,
and
the talents of each, brain and
. ferson for his weekly psychothe
bookstore
is
having
this
review
sessions.
To
tbink
that
computer, are different but
social checkup where he
complement one another over two hundred different week . Suddenly the screen
·must
talk to a therapist . If
· supremely . They should · be · students cah pay atteritiori to starts flashing. Another mesafter 20 minutes the therapist
a
lecture,
and
can
all
assimisage
from
the
dean!
It
says
used together!
late the material at the same that for the last few weeks ·cannot tell whether he is
The following clianges rate, in all the different sub- the weekly evaluations for talking to a human or a
seem logical in view of our jects for 3 to 7 hours a day th is class have been the low- machine then Sam will be
information-intensive and in- five days a week is absurd. est since Jefferson instituted assigned a day of intensive
creasingly technological For some students, sitting the Computer Automated therapy · at Doc .Watson's
through a lecture is an excer- Medical Instruction System . Clinic. Jefferson started this
field of i:nedicine .
procedure after
Two important additions cise in discipline and not an Well Sam feels . guilty and checkup
noticing
that
students were
educational
experience
at
vows
to
spend
the
next
few
to 'the curriculum should be
short but forceful courses in all. It is equally foolish to days glued to his computer forgetting how to talk. Sam
both information science assume that, because you console in hopes of catching passed and later in the day
went to Doc's anyway.
and in dec'ision theory . The have been taught (i..e . you up.
have
an
M.D
.
or
Ph.D
.),
you
very first course a medical
Leaving
the
Bu I leti n
The above scenario is not
student receives should be can teach . Delivering an section he begins his studies . that_ distant. The technology
one in which he learns to informative, exciting, and Cardiac glycosides are first . for all of the above has been
deal with information . The well structured lecture seems Sam chuckles. Last month around for a while and it is
undergraduate college ex- to be an art with few masters. his cat urinated on the com- only a matter of time _until
perience as it exists today has It is for these reasons I would puter's voice synthesizer and the more progressive instinot been particularly effec- opt for self-study or, prefer- now the machine speaks with tutions adopt such a plan. ·
tive in teaching students how ably, computer-automated- a lisp. After some introIn summary, then, to surto utilize information re- in struction.
ductory 'comments the comsources and how to set up a
But what then is the role of puter displays a torso and vive the i nformatiori explopersonal information system. the instructor? These speci.al- animates the kinetics of the sion we must:
The most effective method ists should become our different drugs. He quickly
1. concentrate on re leto deal with information on "gateways" to the knowledge -learns · that digoxin works
v-ance
_ an individual level, of in their specific areas of quicker than digitoxin and is
_2. start a personal inforcourse, is to have your own expertise . They should pro- metabolized in the kidneys.
mation system early on
computer . But even without vide detailed outlines (their The computer display then
3. learn the techniques ·
one there are some very eff i- lecture nqtes?) to guide us in- turns into an EKG monitor
. cient techniques that could our introduction . to their and dispJays the abnormal
and .items a computer
cannot
be taught to locate, store,
field. Presently an instructor . waves of digitalis toxicity as
4. let the computer learn
· and retrieve facts . · These prepares lecture notes for a the· computer's voice exthe rest .
should be taught early on .
lecture, which is spoken to plains what is happening af!_d

. . - - - - , -- - - - - - - --

Decision
theory
or
decision analysis, the other
addition to the curriculum , is
a relatively new science with
its roots in . t he military
operations analysis teams of
World War II. Its main
focus is to provide techniques for making the best
choices when faced with a
difficult or complex decision .
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Dr. James Fox

Sometime ago, the Gib- queot internship and general
bons Surgical Society spon- surgical residency . Following
sored a lecture on "trans- that, our hero opted for the
sexual surgery," with Jeffer- sun and fun of the University
son's Dr. James Fox IV as the of Virginia at Charlottesville .
guest speaker. The Ariel last Here he learned his trade
week interviewed Dr. Fox, uner the renowned Dr .
· focusing on this particular - Edgerton, who has trained 21
aspect of ' his specialty, of 36 plastic surgery departplastic surgery .
ment chairmen at our UniDr. Fox began the long versity hospitals and founded
road to h is career at the Uni- the first plastic surgery resiversity of Notre Dame . He dency in the United States .
then matriculated at our very Once his formal training had
own Jefferson Medical Col- ended, he continued for a
lege and graduated · with the year on the staff of the Uniclass of 1970. The allure- versity of Virginia, where he
ments of our fine institution was respons ible for, among
kept him here for his subse- others,
the transsexual

CENTRAL· UNIF-O RMS
1137 Chestnut Street
A great place - right on on campus -

for
Medical Jackets
Scrub Apparel
Bandage Scissors
Medical Footwear
All at a discount to

Center City - Bryn Mawr
Havertown
Ardmore

·campus .

Lab Coats
lTnifonns/
Stethoscopes
students

@REDI<EN.

We're right on the Jefferson
in the Barring~r building.

~rimarily Cuts &Color
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A Man For All Sexes

patients.
The wave of shock that fell
upon him then was tantamount to that felt by freshmen taking their first pathology exam - he had never put
in much time or interest in
the lectures given by the psychiatry
department_
(remember all those M&S ~
lectures blown off in ~
deference to anatomy and
physiology?) and nearly~
became overwhelmed with ~
their problems . However, ~
our ingenious alumnus was~
able to soften the impact by ~
dealing first with - direct
physical causes of gender ·g
dysphoria -~ namely, patients ~
with ambiguous gen italia . =c:
Then he extrapolated his new ~
experience to the psycholo- ~
gical problems of the trans- .£
sexual . Dr. Fox stressed the _g
importafi.ce of differentiating a..
Dr. Fox demon; trating his "feel" for the subject.
the homosexual from the regards to the proced ure en igma of constructing a
transsexual with regard to the itself, th e male to female penis from somewhere that .
- modalities of anatomic sex, seq uence poses mu ch less looks and perform s as a
psychologic sex, and love problem s than the counter- normal one. The clitoris
object. For the homosexual part operation. The penile cannot he used, since its infemale, for example, all shaft is saved an d shoved complete hypertrophy, even
three are female. For the backward s into th e pelvis to after hormone therapy does
transsexual, the psychologic form a neo-v agi na, and the not perm it it to approximate
sex is male, w hich of course reversed glan s r.emarkably a penis in size . The surgeon,
conflicts with her anatomic
simulates a cervix. Labia are therefore, uses skin from
sex. The specific medical then formed by slicing the another area of the body to
importance of differentia- scrotum down the center and construct the new penis. In
ting them, he says, is that folding toward the sides, and order to allow the· new man
(using a male example now the individual becomes a · to achieve erection, some
for equal time) if a surgeon new woman with a quickness ingenious ploys have been
castrates a homosexual, he that would cause Elaine attempted . Titanium stifmay psychologically crush
Powers to cringe with envy . feners were in vogue at one
him, as the patient thinks of The new female has some time, but they tended to
himself as a male. For this difficulties in lubrication extrude, and they also
reason, a two year period of during sex due to the epider- caused the person to carry a
psychiatric evaluation must mal skin of the former penis perpetual erection, causing
· precede every transsexual acting as a mucosa\ \ining. waitresses innumerable ditoperation, the second year of However, the skin does take ficulties in performing their
which consists of hormone on some mucosa! character- duties . Now, due to ingentherapy (under the· ·auspices istics when placed in such an uity born of "Bouncing •
of an endrocrinologist) and environment
indefinitely . _Betsy" victims of the
cross-dressing . Although this (That's one to remember ) Vietnam war (victims of
may cause embarrassment Otherwise, the new female is mines that would jump to
during the next evening at capable of having climaxes trunk height before explodthe local discotheque, this .just as normal women, and ing), a new device is availthe average lay person would able . A reservoir is placed in
phase is necessary ·
Initially, a far greater num- have difficulty distinguishing the, neo-scrotum which has a
ber of males present with the one from the other via ap- valve attached. When the
desire for sexual reassignpearance.
Physicians,
in indi v idual
desires
an
ment than females . By the fact, have examined them erection, he merely squeezes
time surgery is indicated,
and have been none the the little ball in his scrotum,
though, enough males fall
wiser.
releasing the valve and
from the ranks to lower this
Conversely, the female to inflating his penis . He
ratio to almost 1: 1. With male procedure involves the similarly depresses the ball to
lose it whenever he wants .
(Before all of you males run
out to buy ·o ne of these, be
aware of the fact that they
require an enormous amount
of skill to insert and cannot
be found in local department
stores).
The new males also have ·
difficulty disguising their
secret. Once their clothe_s are
removed, their penile shaft
gives them away. Also, some
plastic surgeons do not
bother to .construct a urethral
opening on the end of the
penis, so that the person
must sit to urinate . In either
:ase, the entire sequence of
Jperations requires about
Jne year, so begin planning
1ow for next year's April Fool.
;urprise.
Regarding the Renee
~ichards co·n troversy (a
_ranssexual tennis player now
:ompeting with women), Dr.
:ox feels that transsexuals
hould be · permitted to
:ompete in their new sex. He
1elieves that although males
1ave more muscle mass than
[Continued on page 7]
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ARIEL Clossifieds
IMPORTANT
ANNOUNCEMENTS

MAIL ORDER

Attention Freshmen - Anatomy
and Physiology will soon end .
You will then be permitted to
.return to a normal existence,
with reasonable time allotted for
eating, sleeping, and other physiological
activities .
This
message brought to you by the
Student
Council Curriculum
Committee .
To my Babaooskie - You know
that I " ME TOO" you and always
will -your little Vokswagon .

MORE THAN
JUST
ICE CREAM

Phi Chi Wins Hockey Crown 3-2.
[Continued from page 8]
made a very strong bid for an
upset as a Jeff Cohn goal ,late
in the game, offset a Delight
goal by Vince· Herbst and
forced the contest into
sudden.death overtime. After
the first ten minute overtime
period the game remained
even as goalies Barsotti and
Rich Heckert made key
saves . Then at thirteen
seconds of the second OT

period
a shot eluded
Backrow's Heckert and
Delight advanced to the
finals . The other semi-final
game was more of a wide
open affair. Phi Alph rushed
to an early 2-0 lead but four
straight Phi Chi tallies, three
by Pau I Stander, turned the
game around . A late Phi Alph
goal by Bob Biester, his
second of the game, made it
close but Phi Chi held on and

moved into the final series
with Delight.
Now . that the hockey
season is over there are
number of people whom I
would like to thank for their
help in making this a very
successful season. They are
Gary Dukart, Vince Herbst,
Barry Jacobson, Bob Mann,
Fred Matlin, Steve Myrick,
Mitch Rivitz, and Dan
Wehner.

Freshly Homemade Soups
Sandwiches and Salads
Truly Homemade Pastries
Generous Sundaes

1141 Pine Street
57 4-0586
Sun.-Thurs 10:30 Midnight
Fri .··Sat. 10:30-12:30 AM

IF YOU ARE.15 YEARS OR OLDER AND HAVE ALLERGIC EYE OR
NOSE SYMPTOMS: SNEEZING, ITCHING, RUNNY EYES OR NOSE, OR
NASAL CONGESTION , LIMTIED TO EITHER MAY -JUNE OR AUGUST OCTOBER, YOU MAY BE ELIGIBLE FOR FREE EVALUATION AND
TREATMENT IN THE DIVISION OF ALLERGY AND CLINICAL IMMUNOLOGY AT.THOMAS JEFFERSON UNIVERSITY HOSPITAL.

BAD Boilerplate!
said, "I don't mind individuals wearing green
slacks with a blue blazer, but
drinking Schmidt's beer and
trying to pick up bag ladies
were hauled in for public by singing Macho Man is a
to
the . M.
drunkeness . The trio con- disgrace
tinu.ed . to sing _5Q's . ?ong~s in profession. You can bet their
___,,,____h_a-r mony as they were taken ' PRSO will hear about this!! "
to City Hall. The anonymous
source who called the police

... .Hahnemann Medical
College, seeking a · new

HOW? WE ARE EVALUATING A DIFFERENT TECHNIQUE IN ADMINISTERING ALLERGY SHOTS THAN THAT WHICH WE CURRENTLY
USE.
IF YOU THINK YOU QUALIFY AND ARE I NTERESTED, CALL TR77708 OR TR8-6065 AND ASK FOR THE ALLERGY FELLOW, ANY
'EVENING BETWEEN 6:00 PM A-ND 10:00 . PM FOR FURTHER IN- .
FORMATIOk ..
. ~ .- ·.,- . . ..
· - .

They are using prostitutes for
trial experiments with a
newly developed bionic male
organ. Fully equipped (variable length, thickness,
shape,
color, ejaculation
force and duration, including
self-lubrication and inter-

Fox's Fallacies
{Continued from.page 6]
women and are therefore
stronger, much of the difference in athletic ability is
due · to initial upbringing . In
other words, if females were
encouraged to participate at
the same level as males early
in life, they could compete
with them later. Furthermore, hormone therapy
should pick up the difference
in muscle bulk .
When questioned about
the socioeconomic nature of
transsexual patients, Dr. Fox
said that although all groups
have been represented, the
majority of cases emerge
from · the lower or lower
middle class (ironically the
class with the strongest
gender . identity). These
people refer the procedures
to insurance companies for
payment, as transsexualism
is considered to be an appropriate psychiatric diagnosis .
They come to find out about
these centers (there are

approximately 12 in the U.S.)
by word of -mouth after
having been frustrated by
.clergy and family practitioners not trained to address
this problem . Before transsexual surgery was available,
these patients "hid in the
closet" unti I they appeared
in emergency rooms with
genitalia they had mutilated.
Due · in a large part to Dr .
Fox's mentor, Dr. Edgerton
(w ho founded the first
gender identity clinic and
performed the first U.S.
transsexual operation)! these
people on whom nature has
played a cruel April Fool joke
can be helped. We here·at
Jefferson are indeed fortunate to have a similarly
talented and dedicated p upil
of his on our staff. Dr . Fox
now specializes in recon structive surgery, a fiel d in
w hich each patient presents
th e need for a new
oper.a~on,
requiring
the
exercise of his unique
creative and artistic abilities.

·I
I
I
I
I

II

president, has reportedly
I
several
caninterviewed
I
didates . Among the notables
I
are
s.upppsec;lly, .Milton
' f
Shapp, the Shah of Iran, and
13illy Martin . Dark horse L-------~-------------------~
candidate Dan Flynn has ~---------------~-----------,
I.
-. II
reportedly turned down the
position -SO he could- de.v.ote
I
full time activities to th'e
920 WALNUT STREET • PH I LADELPHI~ . PA 19107
I
business management of the ·
I
(215) 925 · 8~31
.I
Flyi.ng ~ull .

MOBILE MEDICAL SERVICES, INC.

I-·

• PHYSICIANS' SUPPLIES • DIAGNOSTICS
\
• OFFICE DESIGNS
• LABORATORY

Yellow Turns Blue
[Continued from page 2]
pump, jelly beans, and AlkaSeltzer .
After our heroine's personal catharsis and purgation,
she discovers the
Powermen's hideout and
learns their terrible secret.

In an attempt to give Medical
students a break, the Radiology
Dept. informed the ARIEL of
some jobs available. Most of the
openings are part time and
involve typing and a knowledge
of med ical terms. The work
times are daily, evenings, and
weekends. Anyone interested
should write a letter indicating
available hour~and days of week
to Jean Vogt, Manager, Dept. of
Radiology, Thomas Jefferson
University Hospital , 11th &
Walnut Street, Rm . 3607, Phila .,
·. Pa . 19107

-------------------------~~~
rATTENTION:
HA YFEVER .SUFFERERSt

~

.... Three Jefferson Medical
School M.'s were arrested
Monday, March 20, at the
corner of 10th and Spruce
Streets. The three individuals

Catalog of unique, nostalgic ~ nd
specialty items -- many Collect or
Items with good investment
possibil ities.
Items · include:
coins, stamps, antiques, artwork, comic books, old records,
old magazines, old photos,
books, buttons,
and many·
others . Send Sot (deductible
with first order) to : Frank Louis,
_ P.O . Box 548, Allwood Station ,
Clifton , New Jersey 07012 .

esting attachment accessories) this ·e lectronic pecker
would make impotence
obsolete, and in e.ffect
reverse the recently increasing male sexual inadequacies
fostered by the women's
movement. Men would again
be worshipped for the utopian .satisfaction they could
continuously provide their
concubines .
~

Alas, sweet Miranda now
faces her most serious challenge and to elaborate
further would onty spoil the
spellbinding climax. Suffice
it to say that after much cunning and subterfuge, including one incredible encounter with the Bionic
Dozen Patrol Force, our
daunting Commander sidesteps a sticky situation and
does her gender and profession credit. This is a must-see
movie for everyone, and I
don't mean a word o f that
tongue-in-chick .
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• DECORATING SE'RVICE

• DISPOSABLES

• CONSTRUCTION

• FURNITURE

• FJNANCING

• EQUIPMENT REPAIRS
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•SPECIAL STUDENT DISCOUNTS!!
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I
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• COMPLETE HOME HEAL TH CARE •
• OXYGEN

• COMMODES

• 1.P.P.B.

• WALKERS

• . OXYGEN ATOR

• T .E. N .S.

• BEDS
• WHEEL CHA IRS

• ORTHOPEDIC
APP LIANCES

• WHIRLPOOL

• TRACT ION

<All A ssignments A c cepted )

._;.------ ·~-------------.....---~-----~--- --..-.:

Mendelsohn

- Lubeck &

Co.

Professional Insurance Service To
The Entire Jefferson Community

G~orrg~ H. Lubeck, C.L.U.
564-0550

Suite 1921
3 Penn Center Pla:za
Ph ila., Penna. 191 02
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BAD B-Ball
To top off one of the best so fond of 'doing. Seth Paul
basketball seasons yet at Jef- came into the :game after a
ferson ,
a faculty-student few minutes to help John and
basketball game was organ- played his usual mid-court
ized by Commons . The game game, i .e . shooting from
was held before the finals of mid-court on offense and
the "B" league play-offs .
falling back to mid-court on
Tap off time was at 9:00 defense. But then came
~ p .m. Dr. Masters took the a crucial turnover Quiche
0
0 tap but unfortunately sus- Lorraine, still struggling to
~ tained - a facial and neck
master hi s anatomy, kicked
w injury as he drove down the ball down court instead
ij court and had to sit out the of dribbling and the faculty
~ rest of the game. The stuteam came alive. Dr. Rosa
::J dents came on strong under
made a $25 b~sket and-then a
"Jeff polo team increases stamina of ponies by exercising them under low oxygen tension."
the auspices of Coach $35 basket (to be sold at next
Moberg and his computer- yea-r's Faculty Art Auction)
ized game plan . The students and the game was tied. Dr.
sco red at will as Dave Tenn
Epple kept· the · pressure on
ran interference for Charles the students by ordering the
by Mark Rubin
team_ Discussion on the · do you know who play po lo Thompson who hoisted freshmen up to the histology
In the brief period of time · issue - was surprisingly short but not squash?
Vince Viscomi to the basket lab for a pop slide quiz
allowing Viscomi to. dunk at forcing cheerlea'der coach
since its inception, the Jef- and the money was voted to
What on earth doe s one will (a dream come true) . Mirabile to leave the sideli nes
ferson Squash · Club has the team unanimously .
grown in amazing leaps and
Recently there has been team need $8,700 for? Well, The faculty became hard and enter the game. Dr .
bounds. Spurred on by their some rumblings of dissent in a good portion of the money / pressed to keep pace . Dr.
Mauer,
stimulating his
successful involvement with the background of the Com- will be used to con vert part Gee went into respiratory defenses, made it difficult
the
squash
cluo,
th.e mons Committee . It appears of the an imal research facili- failure and Dr . Flynn had to for the Antigens to score
Commo ns Committee has that many people are upset ties on the third floor of Jeff be side-lined with severe while Jensh 's angels disrecently undertaken an even . that 93% of the budget is hall into stables. for t he polo electrolyte imbalance . Dr.
tracted the remain ing sophomore
grandiose
pro - being given to such a small ponies. According to Dr. Rosenfeld developed a bor- mores . Fortunat ely Vince.
gram .. .The Jefferson Polo group of students . This may Rosenfeld, chairman of the borygmi and Dr. Siegman,
Herbst and Dave High were
Team.
sound true at first, but don't Animal Resources and Sup- following a smooth lay up,
on han d to escort the angels
On March 14, the Com- underestimate the number o f port ing Facilities Committee, pulled a muscle and left t he to Watson_'s fo r a dr ink and
mons Committee voted to po lo players here at Jeff. If t hi s w il l be quite an under- game . Coach Vogel, un - that threat was allayeQ... .ll:~.:_:~~~
allocate $8 ,700.00 (roughly over 100 people here play taking, and it will be difficult daunted , shouted relevant deciding play came with 2
93 % of their yearly budget) squash ,- then at least that to convi nce all the rats to and irrelevant , encourage- seconds left and the score
.to several students for the many must play polo too . share their cages with the ment to his team, which tied when Dr . Jackson interremaining made Jeff Hall sound like the cepted a pass, t urn ed , shot ,
pu rpose of organizin g a Polo After all, how many people ponies . The
monies will be used to pur- Munich Olympics . The Anti - and made the basket . But
chase Jefferson saddle blan- gen's, the student team , took _ unfortunately, du e to a
{:
· ·,,.. ··· ,,,, ,,,,,••.,.,,, ,,,.,,.,,,,,,,...........:::·':•:::.,.,.,.:.,...,._,,..•:.,,,,,,,.,,., .:.:,::::.:::m:tJ•:,:::;::.:::::::::~\.\\:·:\\:l'_\_i:\\:l\:!:\.·l\\.·i\\.\.'l:!l
kets, horse feed, and ascots such a commanding half genetic defect, he was
and white dinner jackets for time lead, it was decided by unable to tell up from down
EVERY SATURDAY
the team' members.
(court that is) and sank it in
Dr. Menduke, official scorer,
the
student basket. Forto
curve
-the
scores
so
as
to
If you would like t o see
your team play, you can keep the game from being a tunately, the standard error
watch them practice on the failure. Half-time entertain- was + 2 and the game was
infamous dog-doo field at ment was provided by D .J. ruled ·a tie. The Game Bal I
the corner of Locust and Jim O'Brien and the dancing was presented by the Ethical
tenth streets. Apparently, the of Hopkins and Kresge, who Society who also provided
playing conditions there are returned to the pool to finish wine. and high calorie chips .
less than superb and the their stimulated Channel Jim Mcweeney sliced the
team hopes to raise -enough swim together after the festi- ball in half for Coach Moberg
and Coach Vogel while Mark
money from contributing vities .
The beginning of the Rubin kindly consented to
alumni to be able to re-sod
the entire field. The grass second half favored the stu- make another speech for the
should grow really well, dent team. John Arigstadt janitors who were trying to
because there- is certainly played all positions, as he is swe·ep up ._
plenty of fertilizer on the
freld (as I found out the day
when I played frisbee barefoot in the field).
Phi Chi goaJie Roy Maynard .
bv MarkZ. Repka
Well, now that we have a
Homemade Spaghetti orRavioli
Phi Chi, led - by · Paul Maynard stopped several
Polo Team will things ever be
with Meatballs, Sau~age,Mushroom
1
the same here again? At the Stander, Dave Glick, Dan ex.cellent Delight scoring
-.
time
of this printing, :Jeffer- ·Wehner, and goalie Roy May.:. . .chances late in the contest to
orOil andGarlic
son is the . only medical nard, bested Afternoon preserve the victory. In the
Saladand Desert Plus l/4LitreofWine
school with a polo team. Delight in · the crucial third opener, · Delight scored
Certainly that will become a game to wrap up the 1979 virtually at. will and coasted
215/922-3427
strong drawing card for our Intramural. Floor Hockey to an easy 5-1 win . Highschool, and_ the applicant -Championship. In taking the lighting the game for Delight .
pool should start increasing series two games to one, Phi was a hat trick by Steve
this fall. Think of the pride Chi, the early season mystery Cohen and, as usual, phenowe will alt have when team, proved that when they menal goaltending by Bob
someone says, "Oh you're decide, to play they are the Barsotti.
Neither Afternoon Delight
_
from Jefferson, isn 't theit the best.
nor Phi Chi had an easy time
It was Dave Click's goc~l,
school with that new hospital
_ and that great polo team?" If midway thru the second half, of it in the semi-finals .
you still feel a bit decadent and Paul Stander' s empty Regular season : champs
about the whole thing then netter which carried Phi Chi Delight drew fourth ·place
just consider how easy it wi II to .a 2-0 triumph in game two finisher Backrow and Phi Chi
216 South 11".qj Street
be to make a house call in and enabled them to extend second in the regular season
tbe back ~oods if you al- the final round playoffs to a was scheduled against third
'Philadelphia,'Pa. 19101
.ready- k-now how to ride a third -game. Gam.e two :also ~ place _Phi Alph. Backr:ow
marked th~ retum to 'form of, · .· '" [Continued on-page 7] ·'
hmse ..Tally,.Ho! ·

On To the_Polo Grounds

'I'T'&l'L'I&l'=J'{ 'i'{1'T''E
'F'ES'T''f-V&l'L

Phi ·Chi Champs
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